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A laser beam security can be one of the best answers to your home and office security needs.
Perimeter beams are popular because they provide comprehensive security and address all security
concerns effectively and affordably. Leading companies that specialize in providing active Infra Red
security barriers can help you find the best solutions for all your safety and security concerns.

The top companies dealing with advanced security and protection systems can help you get the
best solutions for all your security concerns. Perimeter beams sensors can be used to get the
perfect perimetral protection technology in a pattern thatâ€™s easy on the eye and meets your special
needs.

There are security devices designed as garden lamps that keeps the perimeter of your garden
guarded and under discreet watch. Infrared sensors placed inside the supporting pillars of these
garden lamps allow you to keep unwanted elements away from your garden without having to move
from your place.

There are a variety of such lamps available to meet your varied security requirements. They come in
many sizes and can be adjusted according to the height of the pillar and the type of security barrier
required. You can choose lamps with one or two lens for scanning a wider area. They can be used
even in conditions where the environment is affected by fog, temperature, humidity and fog. There
are sensors which controls temperature automatically with cut off points.

There are many advantages of using perimeter beams for ensuring the security of your facilities and
homes. For one, they are easy to set and align to cover the specific areas you want to be under
surveillance. They come pre-set and with all the necessary cables and wires to facilitate easy
installation. The in-built temperature control and the integrated fog function prevent blurring of
pictures. Optical synchronization is possible using state of the art technology.

If you want a wider coverage from your perimeter beam sensors, you can choose from tower
structures that come with an integrated and active infrared device which has the capability to scan
and protect larger areas. The tower is available in various models and heights and is guaranteed to
deliver maximum protection for any type of commercial establishment spread over vast areas.

Perimeter beam sensors are the best way to deal with any type of security problems. It can help you
put an end to all your security and safety concerns affordably and effectively.
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MITECH Security is the leading Italian company specialised in the design and production of a
<c:alink:http://www.mitech-security.com/en/active-infrared-beam-sensor.asp 
>perimeter beams sensors, IR security barriers for indoors and outdoors. Our aim is to provide
innovative perimetral sensors with maximum competitiveness and efficiency. For more detail visit
our website a www.mitech-security.com.
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